ABB softstarters
A part of your motor starting solution

A softstarter from ABB offers you several values and benefits. Whether you are a consultant, OEM, panel builder or end-user, a softstarter will add to your business value by securing motor reliability, improving installation efficiency and increasing application productivity.

Xylem - South Africa
ABB softstarters providing efficiency to the mining industry

One of Xylem’s water solutions helps to prevent flooding in mines. Previous softstarters needed a lot of extra protection equipment. Xylem was looking for a simpler solution that would ensure reliability even at 3,500 meters depth. Reducing the number of components by 80 percent, shortened installation time by 40 percent. Costs cut by half has helped Xylem sell twice as many panels with softstarters as before.

For more information, please contact your local ABB representative or visit solutions.abb/softstarters
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Softstarters
Type PSR, PSRC, PSE and PSTX
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**Overview**

- **PSR - The compact range**
  - PSTX is the most complete alternative for any motor starting application. Featuring both a module and plug-in modules that support all major communication protocols.

- **PSRC - For scroll compressor**
  - PSTX - The advanced range